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Abstract: Dynamic wireless power transfer (DWPT) technology shows a vast development prospect
for EV application, with advantages of reducing the demand for battery capacity and improving
the user experience. However, the need to improve output performance leads to a challenge in
receiver design with limited space and allowable load on the EV side. In this paper, a design of
a dual-phase non-salient pole (NSP) receiver for the EV DWPT system with bipolar transmitter is
proposed, aiming at providing a solution to the contradiction between reducing the volume or cost
and improving the misalignment tolerance of the receiver. The coupling principle of the proposed
receiver is analyzed. The structure parameters are optimized by the finite-element simulation method.
Combined with specific design indexes, it is proven by comparison with the existing dual-phase
receiver that the proposed receiver is 35.4% smaller in volume and needs 47.0% shorter wires.
Moreover, the significant advantage of the proposed dual-phase NSP receiver in misalignment
tolerance is verified by simulations and experimental comparisons.

Keywords: bipolar; dynamic charging; EV (electric vehicle); finite element calculation; wireless
charging

1. Introduction

Dynamic wireless power transfer (DWPT) technology is a kind of non-contact power
supply method to moving receivers. It shows a vast development prospect because it
reduces the demand for battery capacity and improves the user experience [1–3].

Magnetic coupler, which is basically classified into long-rail type [4–6], coil array
type [7,8] and bipolar type [9–11], is a key component of a DWPT system [12,13]. The
bipolar type has good application prospect because it reduces the difficulty of deployment
and cost by using a narrow transmitter to realize the transmission of a large amount of
power [9]. However, the disadvantage is that the need to compensate the weak-coupling
area and improve misalignment tolerance leads to the larger size and higher cost of the
receiver [14]. In order to solve the problem, a dual-phase non-salient pole (NSP) receiver is
proposed in this paper.

The name of non-salient pole comes from motor theory and is opposite to salient
pole (SP). The typical SP structure [15] consists of a pole shoe, pole body and yoke. Each
winding is wound around the pole body and produces a magnetic pole. In contrast, a
pole shoe and pole body are not needed in the typical NSP structure [16]. The winding is
wound around the yoke and produces a pair of opposite magnetic poles. According to the
analysis of the relationship between winding deployment and magnetic pole distribution,
the introduced bipolar type can be classified into SP and NSP forms. Therefore, the existing
I-type [9], S-type [10] and N-type [11] transmitters belong to SP form and DD type [17],
sandwich type [11] or DD-OQO type [18,19] receivers, which match the transmitter and
can also be regarded as SP form with the special case of an extremely thin pole shoe and
pole body.
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In this paper, the coupling principle of the proposed dual-phase NSP receiver is
analyzed by a magnetic circuit. The relationship between structure parameters and cou-
pling characteristics is discussed, and the performance is compared by a finite-element
simulation and an experiment under the same design indexes.

2. Analysis of Basic Principle

The overall configuration of the dual-phase NSP receiver is shown in Figure 1. The
design of the transmitter is the same as that in [18], ensuring fair comparison with the
designed dual-phase NSP receiver and the existing dual-phase DD-OQO receiver. The
dual-phase NSP receiver consists of two of the same modules and a shielding plate above
the modules. In a module, Q winding consists of two sub windings with opposite winding
directions. The connection of the dual-phase NSP receiver in the system is shown in
Figure 1b. All D windings are in series to the D-phase receiver and all Q windings are in
series to the Q-phase receiver.
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Figure 1. Overall configuration of the dual-phase NSP receiver: (a) Structure of the magnetic coupler with the dual-phase
NSP receiver; (b) Connection of the dual-phase NSP receiver in the system.

When moving along the bipolar transmitter, the dual-phase NSP receiver varies
between two modes, as shown in Figure 2. In Mode 1, the coupling is stronger in the
D-phase receiver. In Mode 2, the coupling is stronger in the Q-phase receiver. According to
the system in Figure 1b, the load voltage with moving distance x is calculated by:

UL(x) = ω0 IPkdc−acmax(MDA(x) + MDB(x), MDA(x) + MDB(x) )
= π

2
√

2
ω0 IPmax(MDA(x) + MDB(x), MDA(x) + MDB(x)) (1)

where ω0 is the resonant frequency, IP is RMS current of the transmitter and kdc−ac is the
gain from the average voltage of the DC side to the RMS voltage of the AC side [20].
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The characteristic of mutual inductance of the dual-phase NSP receiver with moving
distance is shown in Figure 3a. τ is the center distance between the adjacent magnetic poles
in the transmitter. The weak coupling area is compensated and the fluctuation factor [12] is
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reduced. In addition, it is obvious that D-phase and the Q-phase receivers are decoupled
to avoid nonideal power reduction.
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The misalignment tolerance of a receiver varies with moving distance, and it is weakest
in the exchange position of Mode 1 and Mode 2. The characteristic of mutual inductance
of the dual-phase NSP receiver with misalignment is shown in Figure 3b, where dAB is
the center distance between two modules. Two modules compensate each other and
reduce the sensitivity of the mutual inductance to the misalignment. It is possible for
mutual inductance to be unchanged within a certain range of misalignment through
optimized design.

3. Parameter Optimization Analysis

The main structure parameters of a dual-phase NSP receiver is shown in Figure 4, and
a design case is given in Table 1 to provide a reference point for analyzing the influence of
structure parameters on the performance of a dual-phase NSP receiver by finite-element
simulation. In order to simplify the analysis, parameters such as wire diameter, winding
width, magnetic core thickness and distance between module and shielding plate are not
discussed, but the values of these parameters are ensured to meet the design requirements.
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Table 1. The design case of the dual-phase NSP receiver.

Structure Parameter Symbol Value

Center distance between adjacent magnetic poles τ 600 mm
Length of receiver yoke lyoke 1000 mm
Width of receiver yoke wyoke 200 mm
Center distance of receiver winding Q dQ 600 mm
Center distance between receiver module A and B dAB 400 mm

3.1. Length and Width of the Receiver Yoke

Figure 5 shows the mutual inductance and the coupling coefficient of single-turn
winding D in Mode 1 and single-turn winding Q in Mode 2 with different lengths of
receiver yoke lyoke and widths of receiver yoke wyoke. Obviously, a larger wyoke leads to a
larger end face of the coupling flux, and then, the mutual inductance and the coupling
coefficient are increased. However, the influence is weakened along with a larger wyoke. In
Figure 5a, lyoke has little effect on the mutual inductance of winding D; due to that, a pair
of adjacent magnetic poles is mostly covered by the receiver yoke in Mode 1. However,
the coupling coefficient decreases in Figure 5b with too large lyoke because it provies a
leakage flux path for other magnetic poles of the transmitter. A winging Q consists of
two sub windings, and the mutual inductance of each sub winding is weaker because of
smaller covered area of adjacent magnetic poles by the receiver yoke in Mode 2. This also
means that lyoke has a larger effect on the mutual inductance and the coupling coefficient,
which are shown in Figure 5c,d. In summary, under the spacing limitation of the receiver in
engineering design, the receiver yoke is preferred to be longer and narrower, to significantly
improve the mutual inductance of winding Q with less sacrifice of winding D and to reduce
the wire consumption under the same design requirements.

3.2. Center Distance of Receiver Winding Q

It is revealed in Figure 2 that adjusting the center distance of receiver winding Q dQ
has no effect on the coupling mode of the dual-phase NSP receiver. To optimized dQ, the
inner magnetic flux of the position in the receiver yoke surrounded by the winding Q
should be larger when the magnetic flux is generated by only one transmitter. It is shown
in Figure 6 that the optimized dQ is close to the center distance between adjacent magnetic
poles τ of transmitter. It should be noticed that when dQ is 600 mm, the mutual inductance
is less effected by τ, which shows possible interoperability between the dual-phase NSP
receiver and different designs of the transmitter.
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3.3. Center Distance between Receiver Module A and B

The characteristic of normalized mutual inductance in misalignment with different
center distances between receiver module A and B dAB is shown in Figure 7. According to
the principal analysis of coupling compensation by two modules in Figure 3b, it is shown
that when dAB is smaller than 400 mm, it is in a compensation state, when dAB is equal to
400 mm, it is in a critical compensation state, and when dAB is larger than 400 mm, it is
in an overcompensation state. In the critical compensation state, the mutual inductance
is unchanged within 160 mm of misalignment, which is quite valuable for improving
misalignment tolerance.
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4. Design and Simulation Verification

To evaluate the performance and the practicability of the dual-phase NSP receiver, a
dual-phase DD-OQO receiver [18] shown in Figure 8, which is the latest structure of the
dual-phase receiver, is considered as reference. These two receivers are designed by the
finite-element simulation method. Design indexes and the information of the design results
are shown in Table 2. In the comparison, the length and the width of the shielding plate in
the dual-phase NSP receiver are the same as those of DD-OQO receiver, indicating same
area needed under the chassis of a vehicle. However, the module size and the overall size of
the dual-phase NSP receiver are significantly smaller than those of the dual-phase DD-OQO
receiver. Using dual-phase, the NSP receiver can reduce 35.4% of the occupied volume and
47.0% of the wire consumption, which also indicates lighter weight of the receiver.

To compare the misalignment tolerance of these two receivers, the normalized receiv-
ing voltage with different moving distances and misalignments is shown in Figure 9. It
is obtained that the higher the allowable lower limit of the normalized receiving voltage
is, the more obvious advantage the dual-phase NSP receiver will have. For example, the
weakest misalignment tolerance of the dual-phase NSP receiver is about 10% larger when
the normalized allowable lower limit is 0.5 and about 67% larger when the normalized
allowable lower limit is 0.7.
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Table 2. Design indexes and the information of the design results.

Type of Receiver Dual-Phase NSP Dual-Phase DD-OQO

Resonant frequency 20 kHz
Transmission distance 200 mm

Rated transmitter current 70 A (RMS)
Specification of Litz wire 0.1 mm × 2500 strands

Material of magnetic cores PC95
Overall area (including shielding) 1200 mm × 800 mm 1200 mm × 800 mm

Size (except shielding) 1000 mm × 220 mm × 30 mm
(1 module) 1200 mm × 800 mm × 30 mm

Width of the receiver (except shielding) 620 mm 800 mm

Number of turns D winding: 16 turns
Q winding: 14 turns

D winding: 6 turns
Q winding: 7 turns
O winding: 4 turns

Length of wires 36.96 m 69.80 m
Volume of magnetic cores 4000 cm3 4800 cm3
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Figure 9. Simulated normalized receiving voltage of (a) the proposed dual-phase NSP receiver and (b) the reference
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5. Experiment

The experimental system used to compare the dual-phase NSP receiver and the
dual-phase DD-OQO receiver is shown in Figure 10. The experimental conditions of the
two receivers are the same, and the experimental parameters are consistent with Table 2.
Figure 11 shows the details of two receivers, which are made according to the design
dimensions in Table 2. Measured parameters of the magnetic coupler with the dual-phase
NSP receiver or the dual-phase DD-OQO receiver are shown in Table 3. The maximum
mutual inductance of the two receivers is close, indicating that the power output capacity
of the two receivers is similar under the same experimental conditions. In Table 2, the
wire consumption of the dual-phase NSP receiver is significantly shorter than that of the
DD-OQO receiver. However, the AC internal resistance of the dual-phase NSP receiver
is not correspondingly smaller in the measure result. It is implied that the structure of
the receiver has a non-ignorable influence on the AC internal resistance characteristics of
the winding.
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Table 3. Measured parameters of the magnetic coupler.

Parameter Symbol Value

Inductance of transmitter LP 210 µH

Inductance of dual-phase NSP receiver LSDA + LSDB
LSQA + LSQB

236.0 µH
262.2 µH

Inductance of dual-phase DD-OQO receiver LS-DD
LS-OQO

153.7 µH
172.9 µH

AC internal resistance of transmitter rP 60 mΩ

AC internal resistance of dual-phase NSP receiver rSDA + rSDB
rSQA + rSQB

63 mΩ
78 mΩ

AC internal resistance of dual-phase DD-OQO receiver rS-DD
rS-OQO

65 mΩ
80 mΩ

Max mutual inducatance with dual-phase NSP receiver MNSP 16.0 µH
Max mutual inducatance with dual-phase

DD-OQO receiver MDD-OQO 17.0 µH

The position where the maximum mutual inductance is obtained is taken as the initial
position of the receiver. In this position, power waveforms of the system with two receivers
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are shown in Figure 12. The calculated mutual inductance according to the load voltage
and transmitter current in two systems are close to measured values in Table 3. In general,
the system states with two receivers are near the same. In fact, the mutual inductance
with the dual-phase DD-OQO receiver is slightly larger than that with the dual-phase NSP
receiver, and thus, the output power with the dual-phase DD-OQO receiver is slightly
larger correspondingly.
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In order to verify and compare the dynamic performance of the two receivers, the
output characteristics of the two receivers under different moving distances and misalign-
ments from the initial position are measured and shown in Figures 13 and 14. In the
experiment, the load resistance is fixed. In Figure 13, the fluctuation characteristics of the
output power of two receivers are consistent with the general dual-phase receiver. Since
the mutual inductance of the dual-phase DD-OQO receiver is slightly larger than that of the
dual-phase NSP receiver, the output power of the dual-phase DD-OQO receiver is a little
larger correspondingly. Although the measured AC internal resistance of the dual-phase
NSP receiver is close to that of the dual-phase DD-OQO receiver, the additional shield-
ing loss of the dual-phase NSP receiver further reduces the efficiency of the dual-phase
NSP receiver.

The output characteristics of two receivers with different misalignments from the
maximum mutual inductance position and the minimum mutual inductance position are
shown in Figure 14. The experimental results of the dual-phase NSP receiver are basically
consistent with the simulation analysis. Obviously, the output stability of the dual-phase
NSP receiver is better than that of the dual-phase DD-OQO receiver within 200 mm of
misalignment. Combined with the discussion of different allowable lower limits of the
received voltage in Figure 9, when the allowable lower limit is 70% of the maximum value,
the weakest misalignment tolerance of the dual-phase NSP receiver is about 250 mm, but
that of the dual-phase DD-OQO receiver is about 127 mm. When the allowable lower limit
is 50% of the maximum value, the weakest misalignment tolerance of the dual-phase NSP
receiver is approximately larger than 300 mm, but that of the dual-phase DD-OQO receiver
is approximately 264 mm.
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Figure 13. Output characteristics of the two receivers under different moving distances.
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Figure 14. Output characteristics of two receivers with different misalignments from the maximum mutual inductance posi-
tion and the minimum mutual inductance position: (a) the dual-phase NSP receiver; (b) the dual-phase DD-OQO receiver.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, the design of a dual-phase NSP receiver for an EV DWPT system with
bipolar transmitter is proposed, compatible with existing dual-phase receivers, but with a
smaller size, lower cost, and better misalignment tolerance. In essence, it reduces the fluctu-
ation factor and decouples the two-phase windings. The sensitivity of mutual inductance
to a certain misalignment is greatly reduced by using a dual-module structure. The advan-
tages of the dual-phase NSP receiver are verified by comparing design, simulation and
experiment results with the existing dual-phase DD-OQO receiver under the same design
indexes. In the simulation results, the dual-phase NSP receiver is 35.4% smaller in volume,
47.0% shorter in wire consumption, and had a 10–67% improvement in misalignment
tolerance according to different allowable lower limits of receiving voltage.

The effectiveness of the design and simulation results was verified by experimental
comparison; however, an additional problem was found. Although the wire consumption
of the dual-phase NSP receiver is significantly less, the AC internal resistance and total
loss have no obvious advantage compared with the dual-phase DD-OQO receiver. Thus,
further research will need to focus on the influence on AC internal resistance characteristics
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of the winding from the receiver structure, as well as the optimization of shielding loss of
the dual-phase NSP receiver.
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